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Mobile games have become a

barrier not only to a child's intellectual

development but also to the life of a

child. Mobile games are an addiction

among all children starting from rural

to urban areas. Children and parents

are not sensitive to the fact that these

games are life-threatening and

mentally detrimental. The Delhi High

Court has recently expressed concern

over the move.

Children hamper their studies,

career, health, and even lose their lives

by engaging in a variety of online and

offline mobile games. A petition was

filed in the Delhi High Court ordering

the central government to set a

national policy in this regard to protect

children from such online addiction.

The court ordered the central

government to take necessary steps

in this regard. The bench...
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The geography of hunger, famine

does not seem to end. Odisha is a land

rich in mineral resources, forest

resources, marine resources, but here

there is no end to the terrible picture

of hunger. Whether it is Kalahandi,

Kandhamal, Mayurbhanj, or Koraput,

everywhere there is a terrible picture

of financial distress. Someone while

working as a migrant labourer loses

his arm while someone goes to bed

without food. More than 30 poverty

alleviation schemes have been

implemented by the central and state

governments, but starvation does not

get alleviated. A recent national

survey found that Kandhamal and

Kalahandi in Odisha were having

Mobile games : life-

threatening, children at risk

Champua in Kendujhar district is

rich in mineral resources, forests, and

fertile soils, but the majority of the

people are suffering from

poverty and do not get rid

of it. Their constant worry

due to starvation does not

end. And there are a

handful of people who are

wealthy and have no

limits to their happiness.

There has been rebellion

and dissatisfaction with this

economic inequality. Such is the

picture of kendujhar and its people.

Champua, a district full of mineral

and natural resources, is the source

of the state's fierce industrial and

financially prosperous constituency,

which has long been neglected by the

incompetence of state leaders.

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

Kandhamal, Kalahandi : PDS food inadequate in nutrition
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ILLEGAL MINING : WEALTHY MAFIA,

POLITICIANS OVERPOWER THE CIVILIANS

Problems with transportation, health,

education, agriculture, drinking

water, and pollution have led to

widespread mining and deforestation

problems in Champua. Due to

mining and deforestation, animals

and humans are vulnerable.  There is

a continuous human-elephant

conflict for survival. Waterlevel is

declining day by day due to

deforestation. So rural and urban

water supply systems have failed.

The acute shortage of drinking water

is likely to continue. Baitarani's water

is increasingly being used for

industrial consumption.

There are plans to lay

pipelines are laid for

transporting iron ore

through slurries by making

use of Baitarani's water.

This affects the

environment and the

community life in the area.

The area has been polluted due to

mining, factories, and vehicles,

polluting fumes and smoke, and

irrigation. Employment is declining

due to the advent of mechanical

mining. Due to political indifference,

the region's tourist spots such as

Handibhanga, Murga, Kiriburu,

Kesharikunda, ...

such terrible pictures.

Lockdown was first announced in

India last year to prevent Corona.

There is a drastic effect on women.

According to a study by some US

experts, women are facing nutritional

deficiency in their bodies due to

lockdown. Kandhamal and Kalahandi

districts of Odisha are among the

places where such studies have been

conducted in India. The study report

was published in the Journal of

Economic Politics. The study was

conducted by the Tata-Coronel

Institute of Agriculture and Nutrition.

It was the first to identify financially

disadvantaged districts in three states.

The districts of the three states are

Maharajganj in Uttar Pradesh,

Munger in Bihar, Kalahandi, and

Kandhamal in Odisha.

According to the survey, women's

food diversity and household

spending on food in these districts

have declined in 2020 in comparison

to 2019. Foods such ...
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The real battle is to save
democracy in the country

Democracy's oxygen is about having the right to disagree and sharing different views or opinions.

Without it, democracy cannot stand strong. Today, questions are raised about the survival of democ-

racy. When the democratically elected government moves towards a dictatorial mentality, and citi-

zens speak out against the government's flawed anti-people policies, then we can say that there is a

death of democracy. The situation is similar in the country today. Farmers in their protests have

moved from Delhi's Jantar Mantar to Lucknow. Its been several months, but the government has not

accepted the farmer's demand to repeal the anti-farmer laws. In other words, in a democracy, it is not

at all a fair idea for the government to try to suppress this movement when the peasants have taken

down the movement for their rights. Cases of treason are being prosecuted in the name of social

activists, human rights activists who hold similar views. The government has not stopped here. The

homes of social activists, media agencies, and opposition politicians who speak out against the

government are being targeted by the IT & ED(Enforcement Directorate) departments. The case is

being prosecuted in their name. In the first five years of the Modi government, between 2014 and

2019, 2022 cases were registered by the ED, also with attacks taking place.

In the year 2018-19 alone, there were 617 raids by the ED in one year. More than 1,000 cases

have been reported by the ED in a single year, while nine people have been convicted in nine cases.

A total of 11,611 cases have been registered by the IT department, of which only 255 people have

been convicted. The question is, why such less number of culprits if the government does not attack

to silence the voices of politicians, media? When the citizens do not get their due rights then they get

down to protests against the government. But the government is trying to silence their voice by not

accepting the voice of the agitating citizens to gain democratic rights, there arises the question of

democracy and its survival. It should be noted that the farmers' movement in the country is against

the laws announced by the government. To repeal the laws the farmers got down to long protests, and

the government spent 500 crores in advertisements to prove that the law passed by the government is

correct and that the movement by the farmers was wrong. The central government, led by Prime

Minister Narendra Modi, has spent more than Rs 7,000 crores on advertising in the last seven years.

This means that an average of Rs 3.6 crore is spent on propaganda every day. It is not uncommon for

this to raise questions about the functioning of the government. Because on one hand, the govern-

ment is investing in investigative agencies like the CBI, IT, ED to suppress anti-government voices,

and on the other hand, it is spending money in propaganda to cover up its failures.

After 2014, the BJP-led central government implemented a pre-election declaration to free the

country from Congress. But no success was found. However, modern global diplomacy of 'saam,

daam, dand, bhed' (persuade, purchase, punish, and exploit the weakness) helped. In each case, they

have seized it, despite obstacles we can scarcely imagine. Despite this, the opposition government

remained in states like Delhi, Punjab, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Andhra

Pradesh, Odisha, Chhattisgarh, and West Bengal. However, in states like Goa and Madhya Pradesh,

everyone knows how the BJP came to power or formed a government. Citizens of Uttarakhand,

Puducherry, Goa, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh are also aware of how the government was formed in

the name of 'Operation Lotus' since 2014. In a democracy how toxic is the dictatorship mentality, is

relevant today. How can one nation, one color, one religion be colored all over the country when

there is no consensus among the four members of one family? Ordinary citizens will be exploited

where exists such dictatorship ideology. Countries like India are geographically, culturally, and reli-

giously diverse. From Kashmir to Kanya Kumari and from Gujarat to Nagaland, India is unique in

the world because of its diversity, known as a democratic nation. There are differences in problems,

situations, and neglect in the country. In that sense, it is possible to have a monopoly on the protec-

tion and prosperity of democracy and to strengthen democracy. Today, tensions between Assam and

Mizoram over the border between the two states have escalated. The work of the government at this

time is democratic and instead of taking a constitutional view, it is against the undemocratic consti-

tution. The government is trying to suppress the voices of the media or indirectly to suppress the

truth. As a result, it has increased discrimination and exploitation of civilians. This is having a

detrimental effect on the mentality of ordinary citizens. In a democracy, you have the right to speak

out and to express your views. Repression of this opinion or voice will lead to the death of democ-

racy. So today the country is facing such a situation. Or in other words, the leader of administration

is ringing the bell for the death of democracy. The current situation in the country and also in states

indicates that democracy is under threat. Democratically elected governments are ousted through

money power. Everyone knows what is happening. There is a long battle ahead. Democracy needs to

be strengthened. If that comes true, then democracy will continue to breathe. Our battle is to save

democracy and we will continue to fight this battle till we emerge victorious.

Disruptive justice, delayed
justice, and the right to live

The fight for justice had been going on for 29 years. Few days after

the Orissa High Court's order to pay retirement dues and pension

benefits to Kashinath Rath, 29 years after his retirement, the court was

told that the man had died on September 25 last year. Rath was 88. The

high court during its ruling on June 22 ordered the government to treat

January 31, 1992, as Rath's superannuation date and to pay all his

retirement dues, pension benefits with specified interest in a month.  It

reflects the heartless attitude of the regulators of our welfare system.

Not only Kashinath but also many others have been struggling for

justice for years due to the administration's negligence and lackadaisical

attitude. A few glimpses of how delayed justice is ironic for many

applicants and their families are cited as examples in this article. In

1909, Pandit Gopabandhu established an ideal school, Satyabadi Vana

Vidyalaya at Sakhigopal. The

school that Utkalmani Pandit Gopbandhu

Das built in 1918 at Dandamukundpur

in Puri district was later r e n a m e d

Gopbandhu Memorial High School.

Chintamani Mishra, a teacher who retired

from this government school in 1971, did

not receive a pension. Despite orders

from the State Adminis t ra t ive

T r i b u n a l (SAT) to the

Supreme Court to pay him a pension, he

was again forced to sue in contempt of court. Pandit Mishra was 96

years old when the government finally gave him a pension for fear of

going to jail. During the same time, many of his students were retiring

from government jobs and receiving pensions.

Padmacharan Nayak is an honest engineer. Since his retirement, he

has not received a regular pension, gratuity, or a GPF(General Provident

Fund) for years. Eventually, at the age of 70, he knocked on the doors

of law. He died just before the orders of the GPF were passed in the

Court. His wife later received a pension and other benefits, but no

interest has been paid. A retired BDO(Block Development Officer)

from Bolangir district was not given his pension, with the excuse of

his service book not being updated for about 10 years. Retired BDO

died while the case was ongoing. A few years later, his wife also passed

away. With patience, his two daughters fought the case. The credit

came after the Chief Secretary intervened and directed the district

magistrate of Balangir and other senior officials of various departments.

The case from the SAT to the Supreme Court lasted over the non-

appointment of some of the candidates nominated by the State Public

Service Commission for the junior government post of the Odisha

Secretariat at the end of the last century. Some candidates did other

jobs and some others passed away. Few of them have been hired in the

last few years after decades of struggling. Despite being nominated for

the job, 61 candidates from the ST category were given different jobs

without being hired as engineers. They being disappointed and

expressed their agony to the senior bureaucrats, ministers, leaders &

went to the door of the law court. Despite the delay, they received

justice, and in 2019, the remaining ST candidates were hired by the

Water Resources Department five years later. Now some of them are

regular employees.

Similarly, the story of injustice and favouritism towards another

OAS eligible candidate. Anushrabha Gantayat, son of a primary school

teacher in the Koraput district. As a result of poor treatment at a

government hospital, he lost 40 percent of his vision since his childhood.

He scored 1365 in the Odisha Civil Service Examination and was not

recruited in 2019. Candidates with 1302 marks in the unreserved

category and 1,065 in the visually impaired category have been

recruited. The Department of Public Administration and the Department

of Differential Empowerment informed the Public Service Commission

that he would be hired as an unreserved candidate based on eligibility

under the law. The Chief Minister also wrote a letter to add Anushrav's

name to the list of qualifications. A lawsuit was filed in the High Court

alleging the violation of the Central PWD Act, his... 4Page-3
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Mobile games : life-...

Illegal Mining...

 of Justices DN Patel and Justice Jyoti Singh passed the

order. Through the lawyers, Rabin Raju and Deepa Joseph,

the Disaster Management Collective (DMC) and the Trust

Petitioner have stated that many parents have complained

that children are addicted to online games and suffer from

various mental disorders. There have even been recent

reports of children committing suicide, committing crimes

like theft, and suffering from depression. Children

under the age of 10 are also addicted to online games.

Allowing children to use mobile phones in the name

of online studies during the pandemic has hampered

their education making it impossible for parents to

curb it. Numerous studies have shown that online

gaming has a significant effect on the mental health

of children (6 to 10 years old) and adolescents (11

to 19 years old). All of this shocking research data

has been published in the leading medical journal

Lancet. Children are becoming increasingly

aggressive due to the negative effects of online

games. Their behavior is not normal. The journal

emphasizes that children should be counselled in

schools. The petition states that a national policy

should be established in this regard.

Tangarbantala, Marigisinga, Ramtirtha,

Pidhipokhari, Gurudua (Dhidhakia), Dhobakutuda,

Hariharpur Peeth have lost its charm. Even seventy-four

years after independence, many villages are still without

electricity due to a lack of political will.

 Ten years ago, 1789 families were officially

identified as landless, but have not been provided with

the accomodation to date. Many villages do not even

have a permanent road. An ill person needs to be carried

on a cot to the hospital. The 30-bedded government

hospital in Joda built since 1992 not been fully

functional, thus has turned into a deserted place. You

have to rely on private hospitals for treatment. The

condition of the roads in the area is deplorable. Projects

such as 200 km of rural development, 61 km of public

works, 60 km of integrated tribal development schemes,

963 km of limited panchayat and gram panchayats, 68

Mahanta from the BJD won in support of Sanatan.

However, they did not find any significant

improvements. Instead, funding for the state government

was stopped. Now the district mineral fund is the only

hope for the people of Champua. Mineral resources

far more than the progress & development are being

looted. Under the nose of the government, the wealth

of the coal mafia is growing through illegal mining.

Along the way, they befriend politicians, government

officials, and police, to ensure that their activities go

unchecked. The civilians here are getting poorer in

everything while the ministers are becoming a

millionaire. Our constitution is designed to provide

equal opportunities for all citizens. The purpose was

to establish a democratic state. Ironically, some

politicians could become millionaires by misusing

power and depriving the poor people of their rights.

km of national highways, and 24 km of BOT (Build,

Operation, and Transfer) are in a deplorable state.

Primary education has been disrupted. Most schools

have only one or two teachers. In many government

departments, government plans are hampered due to a

shortage of staff. Smuggling of manganese and iron ore

continues unabated in the Joda mining circle as the mafia

focuses on raising minerals illegally from forest patches

away from the closed and surrendered mining areas.

Economic inequality has arisen in the region due to

prolonged illegal mining. The region's political parties

are run by the mining mafia, so it has become impossible

to stop the smuggling. With large sums of money

involved in these illegal operations, most political parties

and government leaders do not bother about

implementing the ban on such practices. The Champua

constituency has long been reserved, while Sahrai Oram

was able to win the seat for the longest time and reach

the rank of Minister. The other two are Dhanurjay Laguri

and Dhanurjay Sidhu. Everyone assumed that if it was

in a general category, more qualified candidates would

come forward and contribute to the overall development

of the region. However, in the run-up to the general

election, the majority of the candidates contesting in

the last assembly elections were uneducated. Their goal

was to expand their black market, become the owner of

crores of rupees by smuggling, illegal operations, and

lead a luxurious life, ride expensive cars, build large

palaces, travel for political leisure, expensive foreign

travel. Lakhs of money were spent on luring the innocent

voters to the polls as if it were a competition for money

distribution. Fortunately, it is to be noted that 4 of the

state's top 10 billionaire candidates were from the

Champua region. Travel around the district of Keonjhar

and you hear stories of the MLA who distributes money

among his constituents every month. Elected as an

independent candidate in 2014 from Champua

constituency in the heart of Odisha's richest iron ore-

rich belt, Sanatan Mahakud distributes anywhere

between Rs 1,000 to Rs 2,000 to more than half the

families in his constituency. Sanatan Mahakud being

an independent candidate took over the responsibility

of MLA in Champua. Later, for the first time, Minakshi

as meat, eggs, vegetables, and fruits, provide more

nutrition. PDS(public distribution system) was

provided by the government. However, there were

financial irregularities due to Corona. So people

survived on PDS items as food, due to lack of money

they could not buy meat, eggs, vegetables, and fruits.

The Economic Journal of Economics says women

are not getting adequate nutrition due to a lack of

money. Therefore, there is a need to change or revise

the existing plans for PDS. It is also suggested that

some other foods that provide necessary nutrition be

included in the PDS content.

Matthew Abraham, director of the Tata-Cornell

Institute of Agriculture and Nutrition, and associate

director and consultant, Payal Seth said there was

inadequate nutrition in the women's meal before, and

however, it is even more complicated now due to

pandemic. Those who make such policies or schemes

need to be aware of the effects of the Corona. The

research says it is important to make a plan by

examining the nutrition deficiencies that are lacking

in women and make such a plan by which women

could be more benefitted.

Kandhamal, Kalahandi...

THE REST OF PAGE-2

 candidature was rejected. Meanwhile, his father

had retired from primary school while his mother was

bed-ridden. He had repeatedly run for office,

believing in the rule of law. Candidates of his batch

have been in the OAS for two years. While the next

higher batch was hired last year, the recruitment

process for another batch is underway.

The suspension of Prashant Sahu, the officer-in-

charge of Kalinga Stadium, and the dismissal of

Mohammad Razak, a police constable in Berhampur,

did not have any fault. After years of judicial struggle,

they got justice; But by this time the employee and

his family had to endure a lot of pain. There are many

such examples.Not only that these are the cases in

Odisha, a salute by the Indians to the great Field

Marshal Sam Manekshaw since Independence. As

Chief of the Army Staff, Field Marshal Manekshaw

led the Indian Army during the 1971 Indo-Pakistani

War, which resulted in the liberation of Bangladesh

in 13 days. A cheque for back wages of over Rs 1.16

crore was handed over to ailing Field Marshal S H F

J Manekshaw, a day after the government decided to

pay all surviving marshals of the armed forces a salary

equivalent to that of service chiefs. In Manekshaw's

case, the back wages date from January 1, 1973, when

he took up the rank of field marshal. President Dr.

APJ Abdul Kalam was on a visit to Chennai when

Manekshaw was treated at the Wellington Army

Hospital in Manipur, Manipur. Even without the

previous program, Kalam went to see Manekshaw.

Asked if he had any problems, Manekshaw, at 43,

said: "My biggest problem today is that I don't stand

up to my motherland and the top commanders of her

three forces and salute her." During the visit, he

learned from others that Field Marshal Manekshaw

had not been paid for nearly 36 years. On his return

to Delhi, the President ordered the documents to be

handed over to the Secretary of Defense and handed

over to him. Accordingly, a check for Rs 16 lakh was

received by Manekhsaw in the hospital. Of course,

Manekshaw donated it. He settled down at Wellington

upon his retirement and died on June 27, 2008, at the

age of 94. In our political and administrative system,

if there was such a competent, compassionate,

transparent leadership as Kalam, people would not

have waited for years to file a lawsuit in a court of

law for a pension or a job. Many families are being

wiped out in the process of expensive and delayed

litigation. Their right to life and equality is being

violated. There are now about four and a half crore

cases pending in the court. It also has cases spanning

from 30-40 years old. The Supreme Court has ruled

that the case is being re-assigned to another judge.

phone: 9437017395
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Pegasus  surveillance

In 50 countries around the world, including

India, the government has cracked down on mobile

phones of more than 50,000 citizens through

Pegasus software. The findings came as a result of

a recent study by 16 major media outlets around

the world, including the Washington Post and the

Guardian, including India's well-known news portal

'The Wire'. Through the software, developed by

Israel's NSO, the governments of various countries

have installed spyware on the mobile phones of

their citizens, stealing all the information on their

mobile phones and recording all their conversations

and activities.

The list of victims of the Pegasus espionage

includes the Presidents of three countries, Prime

Ministers of 10 countries, 7 former Prime

Ministers, key leaders of the opposition in many

countries, judges of the Supreme Court, senior

police, and army officials, many journalists.

According to The Wire, the list of Pegasus

espionage includes the names of 300 citizens of

our country. Among them are the current two Union

ministers Ashwini Vaishnav and Prahlad Patel,

Supreme Court judges, some senior officers of the

army and police, former CBI chief Alok Verma,

Rakesh Asthana, former chief election

commissioner Ashok Lavasa, Rahul Gandhi,

Abhishek Banerjee & the ministers of various

opposition parties.  The phone numbers of over 40

Indian journalists appear on a leaked list of

potential targets for surveillance, and forensic tests

have confirmed that some of them were

successfully snooped upon by an unidentified

agency using Pegasus spyware. The leaked data

includes the numbers of top journalists at big media

houses like the Hindustan Times, including

executive editor Shishir Gupta, India Today,

Network18, The Hindu, and Indian Express. In

addition, many social and political activists in the

country opposing the government.

Most worrisome thing is, the phone numbers of

former Supreme Court Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi

and his family members are also on the hacking list.

The woman staffer in the Supreme Court, who had

accused former Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi

of sexual harassment, is one of the people believed

to have been targeted by Israeli spyware Pegasus.

'The Wire' reports that 11 phone numbers, used by

the woman and her family members,

were selected as potential targets for

surveillance. She had previously

worked as a junior court assistant at the

Supreme Court.  Even some high-

ranking military officers and their

families who disagree with the

government have fallen victim to the

spyware. The list also includes family

members of many of the government's

targets. The fact that the government

has also snooped the phones of more

than 60 women- homemakers, lawyers,

and school teachers- figures in the

leaked database of probable

surveillance targets selected by an

Indian agency that uses Pegasus

spyware, a count by 'The Wire' has

established. Spying on the pictures,

videos of women's personal lives has

proved to be a very shameful and heinous crime.

It is not uncommon for governments around the

world to spy on individuals, especially their

political opponents, and even record or tap their

phones. Under the law, the government can record

the phone calls of any citizen who is under

suspicion of the country's security. But there is a

process under the Indian Telegraph Act - 1885. For

this, written official permission must be obtained

from certain government officials. But 'Pegasus',

known as the flying horse of Greek mythology, is

not ordinary espionage or phone tapper. It can be

hacked into a person's cell phone by spyware or

spyware. This means that by staying far away from

the phone all the information and passwords on

the phone through this software can be stolen. Not

only that, the microphone and camera of the

respective phone can be hacked at will, and even

when the phone is turned off, the sound and images

of all the events, activities that take place around

the user can be tracked & collected. Under Section

69 of the Information and Technology Act of India,

2000, theft of such information from someone's

phone or account is a punishable offense. The way

the government is collecting private information

and videos of citizens through Pegasus, their right

to privacy which has already been recognized as a

fundamental right, is a clear violation of the law.

Not only that, but the government has also been

seen hacking their phones to accuse their political

opponents of being terrorists and attaching

objectionable documents in their mail. Surendra

Gadling and Rona Wilson, two of the jailed

intellectuals accused in the high-profile Bhima

Koregaon case, their computers have been hacked

into & false and fabricated lawsuits were filed

against them. Such acts are not only a violation of

a person's fundamental rights, but also a heinous

Bhala chandra Sarangi
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criminal act that can be expected from a terrorist

and dictatorial state. This is because the ruling party

is likely to spy on its political opponents and even

blackmail them with such tactics. The notorious

Pegasus software has reportedly been used to

assassinate two of the world's leading journalists.

Jamal Khashogi, a journalist with the Washington

Post, known as a staunch critic of the Saudi

government, was killed by the local government,

while Mexican anti-government journalist Sissolio

Panoz was also found to have been assassinated

through Pegasus. There has been an allegation that

phone numbers linked to the Janata Dal Secular-

Congress government in Karnataka were possible

targets for surveillance in 2019, at a time when the

ruling coalition collapsed and the BS Yediyurappa-

led BJP took power, the Wire has said in the latest

revelations connected to Israeli spyware "Pegasus.

The Israeli cyber-security firm NSO Group and

producer of 'Pegasus' clarified that they are not

selling the software to individuals or organizations,

but only to the government. The Israeli government

has also classified it as a military weapon. However,

the company has made it clear that it cannot be

used for any purpose other than counter-terrorism

and organized crime. "Even in a foreign country,

Pegasus cannot be used for any purpose," the

memorandum of understanding said. The company

is selling Pegasus software only with the permission

of the Israeli government, as is the case with any

country that sells weapons. The NSO denies any

wrongdoing. It says the software is intended for

use against criminals and terrorists and is made

available only to the military, law enforcement, and

intelligence agencies from countries with good

human rights records.

It is only natural that there would be a backlash

across the country after the arrival of so many

prominent Indian politicians, journalists, social

workers, and human rights activists in Pegasus

espionage. Opposition groups called for a halt to

the protests, which began on Friday, removing

hundreds of protesters by truck. Meanwhile, the

West Bengal government, led by Mamata Banerjee,

has set up a judicial commission headed by former

Supreme Court judge Madan

Lokur to investigate the case.

Recently, two veteran journalists

- former editor of 'The Hindu' N.

Ram and chairman of the 'Asian

College of Journalism' Sashi

Kumar - have filed a petition in

the Supreme Court seeking a

court-ordered investigation into

the Pegasus spyware revelations.

However, the Modi

government has been arguing

around the world to save itself, but

it is not ready to discuss it in

parliament. Among those who ordered Pegasus

espionage were the prime minister, the home

minister, and the national security adviser, but they

have been silent on the matter. Interestingly, just

hours after Union Information and Technology

Minister Ashwini Vaishnav delivered a keynote

speech in Parliament to protect the Modi

government over the Pegasus scandal; his phone

also appeared to be a victim of Pegasus spyware.

As opposition parties show rare unity in their

resolve to corner the Union government on the

Pegasus issue, the BJP remains ostrich-like, with

its head buried in the sand. It continues to describe

the Pegasus spyware scandal as "manufactured

matters". This is when responsible democracies

around the world are mounting ever more pressure

on Israel, as well as the spyware manufacturer NSO

Group, to come clean on the sheer scale of abuse

witnessed following the global media expose. The

Narendra Modi government now looks isolated

among world democracies in that it has not even

raised a modicum of concern over the assault on

human rights and democracy caused by the Pegasus

expose. Calling it "manufactured matters" won't

help because globally; courts are taking cognizance

of the matter. India appears to be quietly standing

with the Israeli company, which is bad optics, to

say the least.  Recently, BJP MP Subramanian

Swamy also collected data from the Lok Sabha

Secretariat on the sudden increase in the

expenditure for the National Security Council in

The updated list of Indian journalists,

lawyers, and social workers who have been

victims of possible espionage through Pegasus

Spyware is given below. Some of them have

already been tested for fluorescence with

Pegasus Spyware on their phones, and some

have not been listed because they do not want

to disclose their names in public, although it

has been reported in foreign media.

Shishir Gupta:  Hindustan Times

Prashant Jha: Hindustan Times

Aurangzeb Naxbandi: Hindustan Times

Vijayata Singh: The Hindu

Muzamil Jaleel: The Indian Express

Ritika Chopra: The Indian Express

Sushant Singh: The Indian Express (former)

Sandeep Unninathan:  India Today

Siddhartha Bardarajan: Co-founder, The Wire

Swati Chaturvedi: The Wire

Devi Rupa Mitra: The Wire

M.K. Benu: The Wire

Roshni Singh: The Wire

J. Gopikrishnan: The Pioneer

Paranjay Guha Thakurata: Journalist and Advisor, News

Click

Manoranjan Gupta: Frontier TV (Editor-in- Chief)

Shabir Hussain Buch: A freelance journalist

Iftikar Gilani: Reporting journalist from

Jammu & Kashmir

Smita Sharma: Freelance journalist & news

anchor

Prem Shankar Jha: Indian economist, journalist

Santosh Bharatiya: Journalist and former MP

Deepak Gidwani:  Freelance journalist

Jaspal Singh Haran: Punjabi journalist

Rupesh Kumar Singh: Freelance journalist, Jharkhand

Hassan Babar Nehru: Lawyer and Social Worker,

Jammu & Kashmir

Umar Khalid: JNU student, a detainee in

UPA

Tirumurugan Gandhi: A social worker imprisoned in

the UPA

Rona Wilson: A social worker imprisoned in

the UPA

Rupali Yadav: detainee in UPA

Degri Prasad Chauhan: Social worker

Laxman Panth: Social worker

Surendra Gadling: Lawyer, a detainee in UPA

P. Pabna: Daughter of the poet- UPA

detainee P Varavara Rao and

social worker

the Union Budget. According to the report, Rs 44

crore and Rs 33.7 crores respectively have been

earmarked for the National Security Council in 2015-

16 and 2016-17, while it has been increased to Rs

333 crores in 2017-18. The sudden increase in

spending is believed to have been used to buy

Pegasus software.Sadly, such a touching issue

instead of rushing to investigate the entire case, the

Modi government is trying to cover it up by calling

the case an international conspiracy. First of all, the

wake-up call over Pegasus not only in India but also

in the role of governments in many parts of the world.

Second, it is not just a general report published in

the media, but a result of research journalism from

the world's leading media outlets based on solid

evidence. However, the government of Israel,

Hungary, France, and Mexico have recently ordered

a formal investigation, based on the media reports

which the Modi government has been reluctant to

investigate. Preliminary investigations by the French

government have revealed that Pegasus's presence

in the phone of its citizen of the country, while the

Israeli government has recently raided the office of

Pegasus-based company NSO. Even based on reports

in the media, NSO has called for an investigation

into the misuse of Pegasus software and the

revocation of its license if necessary. In such a case,

an investigation under the auspices of the Supreme

Court is essential for an impartial investigation into

such a sensitive incident that undermines the security

of the country and the privacy of its citizens.
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'Drink-from-tap' project

Fingerprint issues plague certain ration beneficiaries
Bhubaneswar (Bureau):

There is no end to the agony of

beneficiaries over the Rs1 per

kg rice scheme. Now the new

problem is, Internet.

Beneficaries in remote areas are

in dire straits. Another example

is the villagers of Uparirida, Tan

Panchayat, Kendujhar District.

Uparirida villagers walked

to Barahadevata Chowk, 12 km

away, to collect food grains.

However, due to the non-

availability of rice, they had to

walk back home. Our

representative saw and

questioned more than 40 men

and women who were walking

down. They had come to fetch

the rice, but could not get it, so

they returned to the village

empty-handed. Many elderly,

servant maids and daily

Biju Gram Jyoti Yojana(BGJY) :

success or failure ?

Residents  without power
Khordha (Bureau):

Many years have passed

since Independence. But

even today, many people

live in darkness. Many

people suffer from power

outages. Electricity has

been cut off in the Bodh

district.

 So far, almost no

family in the district has

access to electricity. There

are more than 150 villages

in the Harbhanga, Boudh,

and Kantamal blocks of

the district, but many of

them have not been able

to access electricity to

date. As a result, hundreds

of families are still

burning lamps & lanterns.

The village of Madhupur

in the Khuntbandh

Bhubaneswar (Bureau):

Shrikhetra(Puri) in Odisha

has become the first Indian

city to achieve a 24-hour

drink-from-tap facility. This

tap water can be used for

cooking and drinking,

without requiring further

filtration. The state govern-

ment has made this provi-

sion under the 'Drink -

from-tap' project. The

project will be launched in

16 more cities. On the

other hand, the state has a

different picture of piped

water supply to homes. 69

percent of households in

the state have not yet re-

ceived piped water. In such

a situation, the govern-

ment's plan to deliver clean

tap water to the house has

cast doubt on it. BJP MP

Basant Panda in the Lok

Sabha asked a question on

drinking water supply in ru-

ral areas. The departmental

minister responded. Ac-

cording to the minister,

since the launch of the Cen-

tral government's Water and

Life Mission, only 26.49

lakh out of 87.67 lakh rural

households in Odisha have

been provided with piped

water. That's only 30.93

percent. This means that 69

percent of rural households

still do not have access to

piped water. On the other

hand, in the financial year

2021-22, the Center has

provided Rs 3323 crores for

the project, while Rs 830.85

crores have been spent so

far.

The situation with piped

water supply is similar in

urban areas as well. Accord-

ing to the Urban Develop-

ment Department, only

30.91 percent of the 112 ur-

ban areas have access to

water. Opposition groups

have alleged saying that the

BJD government had failed

to provide drinking water

to the people of the state

even after 21 years in

power. In response, Minis-

ter Pratap Jena said drinking

water would be available to

all urban households and all

villages by March 2024.

labourers are finding it difficult

to collect their ration through

the public distribution system

(PDS), as E-PoS machines at

the outlets are not confirming

their fingerprints. The issue has

arisen due to the erosion of

fingerprints belonging to these

sections. As E-PoS is not

confirming their fingerprints,

PDS dealers are denying rations

to such people. A major issue

here is that if the ration is not

collected for three consecutive

months, the card gets cancelled.

Prafulla Dehuri, a beneficiary,

said the internet was causing

problems with fingerprints and

eye scanning. So instead of the

Tan Panchayat office, rice is

being distributed at

Barahadevata Chowk on

National Highway 49. It is not

possible to drive to Uparirida

village on the hill as there is no

permanent road. So the villagers

cross the Brahmani canal by

walking and come to

Barahadevata Chowk on the

footpath through Talairida,

Benidihi village. It was reported

that rice would be available. But

after walking 12 km they did not

find anyone at the center. So they

are returning empty-handed,"

Prafulla said. They came twice

in three days, but did not find

food grains, Prafulla said. On the

way to Barahadevata, there is the

Brahmani canal on the way.

"When it rains, there will be

water in the canal and there will

be problems in reaching the

house," Dhena Dehuri said.

Badi Behuri, Sutar Puhan,

Dhalendra Behuri, Yadav

Dehuri, Runj Behuri, Telu

Behuri, Kabi Behuri, Ghan

Behuri, Sadhubani Behuri, Yatri

Behuri chief said that it would

be better if rice was distributed

in the nearby village. Asked by

retailer Shukru Giri, who

distributes food in this regard,

he said that they would not have

had such a problem if they had

called before they came to fetch

the rice. "The rice could not be

given because there was no

panchayat of the Bodh

district is just one

example. To date, 15

families have been

without electricity. It has

been alleged that the

authorities -in -charge

have shown a

lackadaisical attitude

even after repeated

requests by the villagers.

Meanwhile, in many parts

of the district, people are

suffering from

unannounced power cuts,

including voltage

fluctuations. The district

BJP youth front has

reacted sharply. If the

power department does

not take immediate action,

it has warned of protests

in the coming days.

12 KM WALK FOR RATION
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Dream : Neglected tribal settlements & their development
Kalampur (Bureau): The

tribal settlement under Birikot

panchayat in the block, which

has geographically restricted

blocks like Thuamul Rampur, is

in the middle of the Chura

Dang, adjacent to the

Tumnikhol Singari forest

reserve. More than 200 people

from 50 families live here. No

one knows when this settlement

was built. Forests are their main

livelihood. In these forests, with

the cultivation of Kangu,

Kashva, Kandul, Maize,

Mandia the tribals have been

raising their families. Lack of

roads for transportation. On the

sidewalks in the deep hills,

people cross the canals and

springs to go to their

panchayats for collecting

necessities, such as rice and

kerosene, and even the elderly,

the differently-abled, go to the

panchayat for collecting their

allowance. Although a

primary school was

established in 2010, teachers

have not been hired. But the

school is now seeking its

identity after the roof of the

school was blown away by the

wind. Twenty-two students

have enrolled. Moreover,

healthcare is inaccessible here.

Due to the lack of roads, it has

not been possible for any health

worker to go and provide health

care services. On the other

hand, if people are infected with

fever or any illness, they are

dependent on the local quack

for treatment.

They often rely on

superstitious beliefs, rituals

due to a lack of awareness and

education. In critical condition,

the patients are

carried on a cot

to the primary

health center at

Bandhakana

under the

K a l a m p u r

block. The

T h u a m u l

Rampur block

of Kalahandi

district is being

d i s c u s s e d

across the state

when deadly

diseases such

as diarrhoea

and vomiting

are on the rise.

Due to the lack of roads, it

is not possible to reach the

medical team. So many people

die. The use of contaminated

water, which is the main carrier

of diarrhoea and vomiting, has

not made it possible to dig tube

wells due to the lack of roads

in villages like Tamannikhol.

NRAI : Impact of lockdown
on Restaurant Business

New Delhi (Bureau) -

Several sectors have been

affected by the Corona

pandemic. But among the

most affected areas is the

restaurant industry. More than

2 lakh restaurants have been

closed in the last 15 months

due to the Covid lockdown.

This has affected the

livelihoods of 30-35 lakh

people. This was informed by

Anurag Katria, President of

the National Restaurant

Association of India.

According to him, before the

Corona pandemic the annual

turnover of the restaurant

industry in the country was

Rs 4.5 lakh crores. It has now

been reduced to Rs 125000

crore.

Our association includes

more than 500000

restaurants. About 30% of

That's why people pour water

from a spring into a well & use

it throughout the year. It is a

distant dream for the villagers

to have access to safe drinking

water.

The incompetence and

silence of the local people's

representatives have created

obstacles to solving their basic

problems. They do not know

their legislator or MP. They

express their views through

some leaders. But in the

aftermath of the election,

neither their legislators nor

their MPs were seen. So their

problem remains the same.

Since it is an inaccessible area,

no administrative officer can

reach the village. So it remains

to be seen when the pioneers

chanting the slogan of

development will emerge in

this Tumnikhol village and

when the fortunes of the

Tumnikhol residents will

change.

restaurants had shut down in

the first wave of Corona. In

the second wave, 10% of

restaurants were closed. As a

result, about 200,000

restaurants have been closed

due to the pandemic. The

industry directly employs 73

million people. Fine dining

has been impacted. In addition,

nightclubs, banquet halls have

been particularly affected.

Now that some transactions

are going on online, some

organizations are making slow

transactions. Corona has

changed the way the

restaurants function. Now,

with the new normal, you have

to do business at 50% capacity.

The delivery business is

relatively stable. But it also has

different problems. Katria said,

he has never witnessed such a

challenge in his 30-year long

career. Criticizing the central

government's policies, on the

other hand, he said, "The

government is making laws

for us. No action is taken, but

no concessions are provided.

However, we have benefited

from the credit scheme given

to MSME. We need some

liquidity assistance from the

government. In addition, we

have requested the

resumption of the input tax

credit facility on GST. Not only

that, the central government

needs to formulate policies for

e-commerce that will benefit

all stakeholders.

Villagers  at  high risk,
erosion  threat  looms
The rapidly eroding

floodplain on the embankment

of Tela & Mahanadi River of

Boudh district has left the

villagers scared. Come

monsoon, thousands of people

living in riparian pockets in

Boudh district live in fear.

Continuous riverbank erosion

has posed threat to many

villages. With no flood control

measures till date, the river

plays havoc to land, crops and

properties, every year as

reports. On one hand, the rivers

have eroded several hectares of

land, and on the other, it is

endangering the livelihoods of

men. The district emergency

department is taking special

measures to protect the

livelihoods of such riverbanks.

A villager named Gajendra said

with rise in population, more

people are moving

t o w a r d s

agricultural land

near the river banks

and this makes

them vulnerable to

erosion. He said

officials have

visited the village

on several occasions but no

preventive measures were taken

to help its people.Although the

government has planned

rehabilitation schemes for

villagers like Kodasinga, people

are returning to their hometowns

due to lack of ancillary facilities.

While there are many such

examples, the intellectuals have

opined that a long-term plan is

needed to protect the riverbanks.
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Baishnavpalli :  Failure of transportation schemes

TIME FOR SCHOOLS TO PUT ON ITS THINKING CAP  !
Bhubaneswar (Bureau): All

public and private schools have

been closed for the past year

and a half across the country

and the state due to the Corona

pandemic. The severe effects of

pandemic-induced education

divide and learning loss has

impacted an entire generation of

students.  Owners of private

schools in the name of online

education have been collecting

and charging arbitrary fees in

defiance of government and

Supreme Court orders. The All

India Parents Association

(AIPA) has strongly objected to

this. People's job, and

livelihoods have been lost.

Hundreds of parents, who have

been financially hit due to

Covid-19, have discontinued

their children's studies from

private schools, after private

schools took strict action

against those who could not

deposit their fees. Some parents

sell off their jewellery, borrow

money from relatives, and pay

their child's school fees.

Otherwise their child's online

classes link are being withheld.

The enactment of the Right of

Children to Free and

Compulsory Education (RTE)

Deogarh (Bureau): 150

families have been living in

Baishnavpalli village of

Kantapali panchayat in

Barkot block of the district.

The main obstacle of

commute or transport to the

village, is the poorly

maintained canal. Every

day, Baishnavpalli villagers

travel to different areas

through this canal.

However, due to heavy

flooding in the hills for four

months, it was not possible

for the villagers to cross the

canal and travel outside the

Mobile:7978623815

Act 2009 has completed a

decade. However, the

implementation of the

legislation in these years in the

State as well as

at all India level

is pathetic. The

compliance rate

to the RTE Act

s p e c i f i c

reference to ten

parameters in

2016-17 was

only 12.7 per

cent at all India

level and at

Odisha it was

only 6.6 per

cent.

The rate of compliance

indicates that the Government

didn't prioritize RTE in letter

and spirit. Marginal priority to

implement the Act only

encouraged private providers to

enter into education sector.

No standards have been

fixed by CBSC, ICSE and the

Government to make the private

schools obligatory and

regulated. Hundreds of small

private schools have been

operating without any NOC

from the Government.

Affiliated schools are also

violating judgments, policies

and guidelines of the State

Government.

Keeping this in mind the All

India Parents Association

(AIPA) Odisha branch and

district-level associations

organised a consultation on

Regulation of Private Schools

here on October 29 and 30.

Members associations of Puri,

Sundargada, Khurda,

Jagatsinghpur, Ganjam and

Cuttack attended the meeting.

A charter of demands was

drafted on the occasion.

The AIPA has demanded

that the Government bring a

policy on regulation of private

school and other private

providers such as companies,

corporates, entrepreneurs,

philanthropies and other

voucher schools/coaching

c e n t e r s .

parents ,

civil society

oganisations

and children

should be

involved.

T h e r e

should be

r e d r e s s a l

mechanism

under which

the State

Government

s h o u l d

intervene with school

authorities for consideration of

parents' complaints.

The Government should

introduce an audit system to

disallow profiteering attitude

of private schools.  There

should be Government-

managed centralised structure

for admission of SEBC

children in private schools

under 12.1 (c). Decent living

wages should be given to

schools' teaching and

nonteaching staff of private

school. Professional

development training should

be provided to teachers.

The Government should

not encourage private school to

extract arbitrary charges from

parents for admission, tuition

fees and for other allied

education support cost.

Decision on fees norms should

be decided by a dedicated

committee represented by

parents, CSOs and children.

Collection of admission fees

each year should be abolished

for which the Government

should issue a circular to

private school.

The State Government

should enforce adoption of a

State curriculum in all private

managed schools. There

should be a school

management committee

(SMC) in all private schools to

monitor implementations RTE

Act norms.

Among others, AIPA State

president Pradipta Nayak,

General secretary Surendra

Das, Prof Amiya Mohanty,

Prof Surendra Kumar Jena,

Akshya Kumar Biswal and

Santosh Patra spoke.

village. The villagers face a

lot of difficulties during the

rainy season as there is no

alternative way to get out of

the village. The village of

Baishnavpalli is isolated

from the outside world due

to flooding in most of the

canals.  So for the last

twenty years now, the

villagers have been

appealing to the

administration to build a

pole on the canal and a

permanent road to the

village. But sadly, the local

administration does not

seem to have any sympathy

for the Baishnavpalli

villagers. While the

government has been

implementing various

schemes to facilitate

transportation in various

rural areas, the inaction of

the local administration has

so far deprived the villagers

of Baishnavpalli  of the

benefits of the scheme.

AIPA : Private School Regulation Law


